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Within the compact area covered by this guide (140km east-west, 65km north-south) are two outstanding
national parks in southernmost Poland: Pieniny and Tatra, and the best of neighbouring Slovakias mountains
in four national parks: Tatra, Slovensky Raj (Slovak Paradise), Low Tatra and Mala Fatra. There can be few
places where walkers are better catered for: skilfully constructed paths make walking in very rough terrain

comparatively easy; signposting and waymarking are almost universally excellent. Hillwalkers will be in their
element here, but there are often shorter, easy suggestions for the less hardy or they can create their own

walks from the detailed maps in the book (which show all waymarked routes). In addition, the car tours lead
to dozens of short walks and picnic spots, so that even those with little walking experience can make the most

of these wonderful mountains.

There are also 20 separate short walkspicnic suggestions for motorists. Its cascades and caves hides various
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rare animals plants and other natural phenomena. Characteristic of the Tatra Mountains are steep peaks sharp
rocks crystal lakes and dramatic vistas. and can be used for areas of 50 300 km2.

Poland Mountains

The Tatra Mountains Tatras or Tatra Tatry either in Slovak pronounced or in Polish pronounced plurale
tantum is a mountain range that forms a natural border between Slovakia and Poland.They are the highest

mountain range in the Carpathian Mountains.The Tatras are distinct from the Low Tatras Slovak Nízke Tatry
a separate Slovak mountain range further south. A pricey oversight. Youll want to browse the exhibits at Villa
Koliba and Tatra Museum. The guide describes 7 car tours with accompanying touring maps and 50 long and
short walks illustrated with 150000 topo maps covering the Tatras in both countries. The guide describes 7
car tours with accompanying touring maps and 50 long and short walks illustrated with 150000 topo maps
covering the Tatras in both countries. The forests and the meadows were beautiful and the changing of the
forest colors from green to fall colors added to the spectacular views. Useful contacts 7. On season May

October very very crowded especially on weekends but if youre not . national parks in southernmost poland
pieniny and tatra and the best of neighbouring slovakias mountains in four. Visit Poland mountains in winter
or summer and enjoy spending active time at the foot of the Tatra Mountains Polands version of the Alps

which stretch about 50 miles into Slovakia and have peaks that reach up to 8200 feet. Tour de Pologne stage
4 Somber neutralised stage as .
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